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ABSTRACl' 
The effects of the silica filler concentration and distribution 
,.,\- . of _filler particle sizes on selected mechanical, thermal, electrical 
and rheological properties of a silicone resin. molding compound have 
been investigat·ed. In addition, the rheological properties have been 
investigated as a function of temperature and shear rate for one filler 
concentration. Tensile strength, modulus, toughness, ·and dielectric 
. constant increase with filler concentration. At the same time there 
is a decrease in ultimate elongation., thermal expansion and mold 
shrinkage. The mechanical properties are substantially unaff.ected 
by changes in the filler particle size distribution within the 
range of this experiment ( ~ 9 to 24 µ, ) • The minimum apparent vis...; 
cosity is not a strong function of filler concentration below con~ 
centrations of 63% (by volume); beyond this point the viscosity 
increases rapidly. The viscos.it.y at fixed filler concentration 
decreases substantia1ly wt.th tempe·rature at a constant shear rate, 
and with shear rate at a constant temperature • 
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I· - INTR>DUCTION· 
·;i 
• . ,· 
• J 
This investigation was undertaken in order to determine the 
.. ~ffect of filler concentration and filler particle size on the 
. : ~ 
' 
·111~ch·anical -and-· .physical properties of a siliGone JllOlding compound 
· .·:\v-ith the obj;~<f~·ive of finding the re_sin ·f.111.cr combinEltion which 
:bas ,the best _balance of properties.. The flow properties were :also 
investigated as_. a. func·ti.oi1 of tempe:rature and shear rate:. :_Inf:o'iina~ 
tion gained f nlip these: t·ests Js useful in determi.ning. ·optim·um'. -mo:l:d'"'.'"-
... 
ing conditio·ns. 
j 
.. 
c9mpo.n.ent:s-. The tr wide accept,a·nJ!E:i i-s, to. a. _great ·exten:t -, dua to 
t'he· :following factors:· 
:(1) They will. not :qo.11:fanfinat.-e the --s~,.'f~-:i_t.:l.ve; electronic 
co mpo rtetjt._$. ···: 
extended periods of time • 
. (3) They arc· econo~mically · favorable when ·,¢omp:are.d w.-ith other ,. 
methods of encapsulation. 
.. The. chief disadvantage of th\~- ni~t¢r:t,El} :-as 11 1 s presently fo.r~ · 
mtil~:fed is its extreme brittlenet;:"s as indicated by the rel_at:i.v-~1:y· 
.h:igli modulus -and l_ow strength ... This britti\n~ss can lead to failu1~e-~ 
by cracking during thennal shock because· ~he thennal expansion of·. 
the silicone is· on the order of 'two to three times that of the .. , 
metals which a:re ncfrmally used as conne,qting leads and supportEI 
, ... , ..... 
,· . 
.. 
• 
. " 
.. 
,I 
.•. 
3 
... Ji· - .t'J 
. ,· . 
,;. ;• 
for electronic devices •. · A more compatable material would result ir 
·-it were possible to increase ·-the strength while decreasing· the 
modulus and thermal expansion~ 
... ____________ .. ··- ·-·-- - .,. . --------------· --·--·- -·-· --
. .. . (./ -- ---------·--·· -"~-· -----·- ----·- . -··· .- . 
I ,r 
I 
In view of the vast effect which filler concentration and 
. 
' filler particle size have on the properties of other polyme!-f iller 
systems, it seems reasonable to look to th~se filler characteristics 
as a means of improving the o-verall properties of the material. 
However, any change in formulation must be considered in view of 
its effect on flow properties for it is these properties which 
determine the ease with which the material can be lllolcie:d .• 
A - Resin vs. Rubber . 
Silicone resins are on~.- .. class. of a rather large group :o·f 
materials k.nov.nas silicones. The structural diagram for -:a·· typical 
resin which illustrat:~.P the curing reaction is shown in ·Figure 1. 
This material is characterized by the silicon-oxygen-silicon chain 
which ·is common to all silicones< 1). 
• 
Silicone resins are the hardest and most rigid of the silicones(!). 
< . 
,o, 
T~eir structure differs from that of the more familiar s·ilicone 
rubber in that they are cµx>ss-lin~ed at .many more points. .This 
' increased cross-link density constrains the motion of the molecules 
and, as a result, the internal motion on defonnation is due largely 
·. to stretching of the chemical bonds rather than by uncoiling of the 
molecules as is the case with rubber(l). O>nsiderable literature 
. . 
is available on the effect of fillers on the properties of polymers 
in general which includes a number of articles on silicone rubber, 
.. 
.. 
... . 
,: 
,. 
·-t. ., •• 
. :·~.;.;~. 
· .. 
., . 
,, 
,1 
. . 
4 
·" 
·1 
but little or no information on filled silicone resins is available •. 
However, a study of the literature gives some insight in the filler-· 
polymer interaction which is helpful in understanding the silicone 
resin-filler system. 
B - Effect of Fillers 
The viscosity of a sol vent containing a small volume c:9.nQ•~tia1-.-., .. ,. 
tion of rigid spheres in suspension follows the Einstein viscosity 
law, (2) 
'1* = 'I [1 + 2.5 Vf] • 
(1) 
where 'I* and 'I are the viscosity of the emulsion and solvent respec-
tively, and·vf is the volume concentration of the fill~r. Guth, <2> 
by extending this theory to Young's Modulus, showed the same basic 
relationship was followed provided additional terms were added to 
the equation, 
(2) 
where E and E0 are the modulus of the solvent and emulsion and Vf 
is the filler volume concentration. B1 , s2 , s3 ••• are constant for 
. spherical p~rticl.es but.must be modified somewhat for non-sperical 
fillers • 
. ,_ 
" 
"' 
Guth <2> determined the coefficients for the rubber-carbon black 
system and found values of B1 ~ 2.5, s2 = 14.1. Using the~e values 
for the coefficients and neglecting the higher order terms, he 
found that experimental results agreed fairly well with theory up to 
volume concentrations of about l°'. While his treatment makes 
/ 
·,.~ . 
•• I 
. \ 
· .. 
.4-.·, .... , 
.. ,. 
.' 
~ t 
. r.·· 
,. 
''si·" 
' ., - . . - . '. ,._._:. :':".;..,_.......;. :-·-·--·.-.. ..:.~.,,........;;__:.:.,.;_, .. ' 
·, 
.. 
.. 
.. . 
... 
. '1' -·. '• 
·, 
'," -~ ,..;· 
·. ,•, 
. 
•: :· 
~: 
. ' • t:· .. , . 5: .', 
;-~ ... 
-- ... allowances for particle shape., no consideration ls given to the 
effect of particle size. 
Cohan ( 3) investigated the effect of filler particle size in 
the rubber carbon-black· system for part~c.le diameters in the 10 to 
40 mµ. range .•. He found that the modulus wa~ substantially indepen-
dent of particle diameter. · He·a1so invest.igated the properties of ,· 
·;;, 
,.. ~ 
~-, . natural rubbe:r with calcium carbonate fillers and found that the 
modulus, as a funct'ion of filler .concentTation, agreeq_ fairly well 
w.ith the modulus predicted by· Guth 's equation up to; 40% filler 
·¢~:;,,'ri.centrations. 
The e·ff.ect of silic~ fillers· ·ori: Si-l·icone .rµt(ber$ .is ve_ry .pr9·-: 
noun.cad. A. M. Bueche ( 4}· has shown :that the modu'ltis of silica 
. 
. ... . .•· . 
.. . 
. . . . ... · 
. . . 
. .. . . -· 
. .. 
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. 
,reinforced silicone rubbers iljc:r_e_ases- iµuch --more ·r~P:idly than predicted 
by Guth' s equation. The mechan:i.snf which .leads to the improved pro-
perties is not clearly unde-rs~too·d. . . .It is: geiie~~.1:1y agreed· th.at. the. 
polymer· is iat·tached to ·the .f il.ler ( 4 / 5). Whe.ther ·the -attachmen_t is 
chemical or mechanical has not been clearly demonstrated. F. Bueche(G) 
attributes t~~ i~creas~ tn __ modulus ____ ov..er and above· that predicted by - --- -- - - - - . ·:- . --:- ' - ---··--·· ·, 
I 
equation (2) to strong bonding between polymer and filler surfaces 
which serves to inerease the effective cross-link density. 
The effect of fillers has been theoretically treated in tenns of 
• 
adhesion. between polymer and filler by Sato and Furukawa< 7> and in a / ' 
somewhat more simple manner by Neilsen< 8 >. Both these treatments 
predict an increase in modulus and strength and a decrease in 
• I 
ultimat,,e elongation as the filler concentration is increased. By 
.I 
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use of these theori~s the theoretical range of a property can be 
calculated by first assuming no adhesion and then perfect adhesion. 
Sato's treatment takes the filler size into account in a rather 
indirect manner; Neilson asswnes that strength, modul-us and elonga-
tion are independent of 'filler size. 
• 
Rehner (9) treated filler reinforcement from a thennodynamic 
point of view. He defines a "reinforcement energy", R.E., which 
occurs during isothermal mixing of an agregate of filler particles 
wtth the rubber. When the filler particle size is held constant, · 
the change in energy- o_n mi~ing is given by, 
(3) 
where -a: and b are ¢op;stants a~d v f and v r are the voltiille: fractions 
o·f. filler and rubber· respectively. When filler concent.ra.t·ion is 
~.e:fd: constant the energy change during mixing as a functio.n ·Q::;f 
tiller particle size is given by 
R E ., 
. • : ' = . . a.. - ·o '·/.d. 
(4) 
·,where a' and b' are constants and d is t_p.e-'::fille_r p~_~ic_l~ diaJ11eter. 
-.----=- ----
- - . - -·- . ···- ----------· -. 
~ 
Rehnet's. theory ~red·icts a decrease in R.E. as the filler concen-
1 
tration is increased and as tbe filler particle size is decreased. 
It is reaspnable to as·sume tha;t this lowering of energy results in 
the enhancement of mater·ial properties, but this is diff i.cul t to 
. ------
experimentally verify because the exact relationships between R.E. 
. 
and properties such as modulus, tensile strength and thermal expan-
sion which are normally measured are not known. 
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Al te.r (lO) examined existing·-· data from the literature in an 
. " 
.. 
-
. effort to determine the relationship between filler particle size 
and material properties. He found that for constant· filler con~en-
trations the re) ... ~tive modulus of mineral f ille.d :pol_yethy.lene is 
... 
·;· given by 
·E/E - 1 + C/d 0 
(5) 
whe:re C ·is a constant o He also found llnear relat_-io~~ht:ps -between 
•: 
·1_/d: an4·. µltiliiate elongation and tensile strength· .• 
W~lr,rlG·k ·atid Lanterbur (ll) _report.ed ·a. 1/ery- J)rQ:ho\mce:d increase 
in the tensile strehgth of Siloxane· ~l;>bei~ -as filler particle size 
was deer.eased~ Their exp~r";i)ne.nts were perfonned :W.:it:h s·_ilica filler· 
particle dtamete,rs '.~n ·th¢ $ to i:so. m µ range. 
:No l1tro~~·ti9-n on .. the eff·e:ct .of fillers on the· properties of 
$'.i-1,i.cone resin qpinpdµpq$ .. i.s :av-·ailabl·e in ·the fi·ttlrat.ure. However, 
·be.cause of thei.r· sim1.1·arity t.P ·other :Polymer-ff'.l..Ter ~ystems, j.t is 
.r.easonable to expect rel:"a.t-ion.sftips, similar. to thp_se' {at.ind i-n oth·er 
·-~ 
systems, to· exist oetween the, fill~r . chara.c.tertstlc;:s· .and th·¢ Jira·~ 
perties of the s-ilicone· :re·:sin .. comp·oun,i. 
\ C - Rheology 
Silicone resin, in co~op' :w:it:h .. · ·other· thennosetting compounds_:',, 
becomes a hard mass within a .sho:~t ti.me when molded under conditio·ns ---::-
of temperature and _J)ressure. A, -nwnber of tests to determine the 
. ( 
flow and cure characteristics of thermosetting .. molding compounds 
have been devised. Perhaps the most use.ful. -~re those which allow 
• 
•• 
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., 
the measurement of the force required to shear the material as a 
a.it 
·-function of time at a constant temperature. Two methods for doing 
this which yield essentially the same data are._described in the 
literature. ln o~_ method a torque rheometer is -used (l2) and _in 
the other a capilla·ry extrusion rheometer (l3). The extr.usion 
~ometer, ·when set at a constant rate, ,yields i1 ·plot similar to 
that shown in Figure 2. From this plot the nt:L.n-:i.mum shear stress, 
. \ 
which is related to the minimum viscosity, and t:hei time required 
·for the material to harden can .be determined. These parameters, which. 
can be determined as a function of temperature and shear rate, are . .,, 
.us·eful in determining .. t:be optimum molding temperat·u;re., pressure, 
. . .. . . ... . \~ 
J 
,T.h.e· rheometer profile is also: ·user.·ul i-n. ·evaluation· of the: e.ff,_e.-c.ts 
. of various material. preparations. Fo·r· example, the e.-ffect of·· fillet· 
:c·oncentration and particle size on miniinum· .. v1··s:cos,i-t:Y· ·and .flow t:.ime 
.,san ·be, ·de.t,enni.ne:d by t:P±s method. 
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II - EXPERIMENTAL. PmCEDURE 
t ' 
A - Material 
... 
r 
·, 
The material chosen for investigation is· a silicone resin 
with a fused silica fillero It was suppli~d by the Dow Corning 
.. 
• Company and consists of three material grouping·s. Group .#1 is 
' their co~ercially available QM-9-1090 ·compound with 75% by weight 
filler. Group #2 cons~sts of seven lots of M-9-1090 material 
with the s~me filler particle size distribution as the _Group #1 
material but with filler concentrations ranging from 10 to 80% by 
weight. Group #3 consists of three lots of material with the~ same 
. 
filler concentration as Group #1 but·with filler particle size 
distributions which were obtained by f ractio·nation of the standard 
filler into lots rated fine, medium,· and coarse. 
B - Properties Investigated 
The properties which are, the object of this investigation 
• f I > ':11: ' . < • I • 
can be classified as eithe~ mechanical, themal, electrical, o.r 
rheological. 
1 - Mechanical Properties 
a - Tensile Properties 
-
.An Instron univ~rsal testing machine.was used to 
-determine tensile properties. The results of a typical 
tensile t~st are shown in figure 3. The force, which is 
related to the tensile stress, tT , by 
'1 = F/A (6) 
where A is the cross sectional area of' the samp·le gage 
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section, is displayed along the vert_ical axis. The 
crosshead travel, AL , which is related to the strain, 
E, by 
' .
• 
. (7)-
where Le is the effective gage length, is displayed 
along the horizontal axis. An extensiometer suitable 
for measuring ,.the small change in the length of a gage 
section of unifonn cross section was not available. 
Therefore, the,absolute value. of strain and Yolll).g's 
' ~ 
modulus, E, which· is define_d. by 
.... (8) 
i·n t,h~: ESlastic range, was not determined. This is no 
-~~t~:ous: 'd_lsadvantage because the: r.el.ative values of 
these· ·p-rop.erties as a function of fiiler parameters is 
·of nio·r.e lnte,rest than their absolute values. Since all 
·(1! the tensile samples were of the same geometry, the 
effective· gage length, Le, sho:uld remain constant for 
all samples. . Thi~ has been shown to be the cas.~ w.i th 
t .h . 1 ( 14> d . t . - bl f h' .. ', o er po ymers , an 1 _seems. reasona e _ or t 1-s 
, 
material becau~e.there·is very little de~onnation during 
the test. Based on this assumption, the strain is directly 
proportional to cross head tr·avel and 
r 
t El ALI (9) 1 
- - AL E2 2 
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Based on the same·ass-umption relative modulus can also 
be determined from the initial ~lope·· of the curve shown 
in Figure 3o This can be shown·by combining equations 
(6)' (7), 
and 
and (8) 
FIA Le F E - - -
- - L/Le - A L 
·E - (constant) X (slope) -
E/E·· -
.· 0 
\____ tan 8 ~ ·-· 
(tan 8 ) 0 
where 9· is defined in Figure 3·:·o 
" 
(10) 
• 
(11) 
(12) 
In add .. ition to relative modu·1us· and rel-ative· stra~.~. 
the tensile :str'ength -and the .el).~:~gy' r~qtilt-ed: to bre.ak 
·b. - Flexural Tes·t 
.... -
.. ~·. 
-A Gehn.1~11 ·F·le~ ·Te:ste·r:· ·was use:c~· t.o q.'eft~filfine the 
· .. 
' 
- (15)· 
'J.D:()(lu:lus. are ·related by 
.E = ~-1 + µ. ) G t·· . 
. 
. ' 
'µ i.s ~o issons. ~at1o, this test prc'.)v·i.d~ls, 'an. ·ind·e~ 
pe,ndent method of. det·ermining modulus a·nd ·a. mea-ns <>-f ;.: 
verification of the te.n~:i..le test results.· 
2 - Thermal Properties 
a - Thennal Expansion 
A diagram of th~- experimental,setup used in the 
·, 
thennal expansion-measurements is shown in Figure 4. 
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At the start of the test the holder, ·rod,· sample, ·and -
furnace .-are all at room temperature. The sample is 
placed in-the fixture and the rod is adjusted until it 
ie in contact with the sample. The output of the linear 
'.voltage differential transfo'Iiner, LVDT, is adjusted to . .. .• 
. 
zero by positioning its core. 
\ 
The furnace heater is 
-
then turned on and, the ·$ample is heated at a rat.e: ·ot 
0 
400 C per hour. As the sample expands, the :ro._d push·es· 
tl:J.e. cqre of the LVDT. The LVDT provides ·~- output 
.vo.l:t-ai~:e: w·hich is directly proportional t.o ·the displace-
ment of its ·¢o·t~.. Th:i's voltage is displ:ayed on the · 
Transducer Amplt.f:i.~r Indicator and· -rec::o~ded on the 
chart reco.rder. ';r-h'.e temperature of t'he sample, which 
. 
. is. ·1110.p.~to.req: :by me::ans of thennocouples is also r¢c.o:rdEld ' . 
:on the ql);art .. r¢.cor.derr-. 
. . . . The coeff'1c1en.t of I,fne-ar: th¢rmal,, ¢~pans.ion is 
defin;;-by (lG) 
(l_ ·= c5L Lo (T-'lb) {14) 
·a., ls the linear coefficient of thennal expansion 
_6L is the change in length of the sample 
L O is the length of the sample at temperature T 0 
and 
Tis the temperature at which aL is measured. 
Solving equation (14?- for · c5L/L O yields 
~ L/L O = - a T + a T 0 
·. 
(15) 
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·This is a convenient form of the equation to use because 
· over the temperature range of this experiment 8L/L 
0 
is a linear function of temperature, and a is a con-
stant which can readily be determined from the slope of 
the 8L/L O versus temperature plot. 
• 
Since the sample holder and the rod are of different \ 
··1eng:ths., their expansion is not the same and a correction 
is necessary. The holder being longer than the rod, 
expands on heating more than the rod. This difference · 
in expansion detr.acts f-rt.>m ·the apparent change in length 
of the samp:J,e .•. ·the ap}?arent ,change in length of the 
~i~mp·1.e.,. 6L is thus co·mpo·sed of two parts .. 
+ T ... ' ( - a T 
-.n h 0 
(16) 
where the subscr:fp:t:s. s: and h refer to the· -a.ample, and 
holder respectively. The rod and the ho'_lde:;r are both 
- -..___ 
-.\ 
made of fused silica and have the same linear coeffi-
c:ient o~ thennal "expansion. Thei.l' .difference in expan-
.. 
s·ion is therefore related to the· ·dtfference in their 
lengths, and Lh =-Ls~ Dividing equation (16} by- ~.s 
·and comqining tenns yields 
(17) 
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... where ~is a constant whi'ch is given by 
'A=(a-.a )To 
,. O S h 
(18) 
-6 ah has a value of 0.5 x 10 per degree C over a tem-
" perature range of 20 to 1000°c, (l7) and • 8 is given by 
•s = o.s x 10-6/ 0 c + -~[ t~ ] 
' 'd 'f 
• 
(19) 
' b - Linear Mold Shrinkage 
Mold shrinkage, which is the shrinkage which occurs 
·as a molded part is cured i~ the mold and cooled to room 
temperature can be a problem when molding parts of non-
uniform cross sectio-n- such as a tensile sample. Linear 
111old shrinkage measurements ·were made as a function of 
filler concentration by measuring tlte .length of the 
Gehman Sample and its mold cavity_. The Gehman Sample 
was used in these measurements fo-r two reasons. First, 
because of its rectangular ShE\pe .its ·shrinkage is 
unrestricted by the mold ca·v·ity. ·se:cond, its· relatively 
long length tends to amplify the effect of shrinkage. 
The Gehman Sample and the corresponding mold cavity were. 
''\ 
" I 
measured .. with a ve:r-nie:r-· c.aliper. The linear mold shrink-
age was calculated by 
S Le - Ls C ------
L C 
where·s is the shrinkage. 
.J 
Leis the length of·the mold cavity. 
L8 i_s the length of t'he sample. 
(20) 
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·3 - Electrical Properties ... : 
.•. 
The relative dielect.ric. constant and dissipation· factor 
. . 
• ' .•• 0 
.. as a function of filler concentration were determined from 
measurements ·:m~~e ·with a General Radio type 1690A dielectric 
sample hold~':i~ in co.njun.ction with a General Radio trpe 1680A 
• 
capacitance t).ridge. The_· sample holde~ is a two te·rminal 
\ device wtith .¢1:·~cuJ:aJ:' ·el.ectro:des which are two inches in· 
:~,:tt·acJied to :a. ·-mi.crometer adjustm~rit which· ls calibrated to 
:indicate the spacing between the p'lat_·e$,. ·The bridge is an. 
automatic·, balance ·type which p:ro.v·i.de~ ;a d:fg'.ital readout of 
botli ·ca.pa·cit·ance a:Qd dJ-Ssipation f:actor. 
·.i 
··Twp me.a,su.rement.s are required in_ or·ct·e-r to dete.rmtne :the· 
die:le.ct.ric constant-, and dissipatt<>rt f.a·cto·r. One measurement 
is made with the ·.sa.mpi~. iri the· hold.er~- :the· sample thickness, 
...; 
t·1 , the capaci·tance, CT, and ·t-lie: d_tss:ipat.ion factor, D1 , are 
re-'cb:··r<Ie.d>. The sample i~ ·~JJ.en remb:v~d: from the fixture and 
e:i;·e-ctt'.rocle. ·:spa:cing is adjusted: µn:t, . il ·t·he capacitance is again 
. ..... 
··-~~re -reco·rdedo - From these· data and the information .in the 
manufacturer's instructionmanual the dielectric constant 
and dissipati~n factor are calculated (lB)-. 
- r:ti:~ __ Jl!~lectric: constant and dissipatiQn factor calcula-
·, tions are .based on, the difference in two readings. There-
fore, the s't:r.ay .capacitance,. wh.ich is assumed to remain 
•. _·,,,_ - .. ,,\.-. _- ,·h. ,·:~_ -: '-.-· ' , •. ,. -·: .,_ .... '<. il· .', 
fJ,. , 
........ 
_ . .., ... 
,'(: 
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,· 
.11= 
., I , } ,:' •• '•,.,•.~ -: :-;•,,· ,'":';;''.", ·,:·. -q, r 
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'•, 1, '· ........ 
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~' - constant during the two measurements, need not be known. 
,, . 
This is the chief advantage of this type of dielectric 
sample holder (lS). 
4 ... Rheological Properties_ 
Flow testing was done '-'Wi:th a capillary extrusion rheo-
• 
meter. This instrument, wh~ch is ~upplied as an accessory 
'\. 
to the Instron testing· machiµe ~ h.a.$. been .used to investi-
• 
,gate the .rheological :propertie.s :of' ·'both t.hermoplastics <20> 
·-and thenn~·s.·e.tting plastics (l3). The essential parts of the 
rliE!·otn~ter a:re: Shown schematically in Figure 5. Material 
wh·i:ch. is at .room te.mperature is placed in the heated barrel. 
l-f the barrel -te.mperature is ·suff_iqtent-~y .high, the plastic 
softens a_nd can· be ext·:rµde9 t·hrough th~· capillary tube. : ~. 
. 
T)l.~ plunger ;wl}.1ch fo·rces t~e plastic thro.ugh. ·the barrel is 
.d.riven by t·he ::Cnstron cross head. The extrusion rate and 
·thus the:: $.li~ar rate can be varied over a wide range by 
. 
changing· ;t.J:1e cross he.ad ·f=tpeed. The force required to extrude 
,-t_h~ plastic i~ :r~corded o_;tt a. ch_art recorder w:hich runs at a 
constant rate. A t::ypical plo"t .. of· ~xtrus.ion force versus 
time for ~ thennosettin~ p1·iistie -~:S: ·sho,wn in-: Figure 2. 
Capj.llary tubes· a·re availabl:e .w.it.11 ·.a .wide range of length 
to diameter ratios. ]n _g.e_.ne:rat tnts ratio s~ould be large 
.() 30) -in order that· .the energy ~eq'.u:ired. for steady flow is 
· (20) large with respect to energy losses d4e to ·end effects. • 
- With thermose-t:t,ing material the.re. is· ail additional factor 
·.~: 
.. 
. ( 
,. 
·.-·· -~:i.: 
.1.7 \ .. 
~-
·-. 
to be considered. The material cross-links tc;> varying 
\ 
., 
, 
degrees, depending on the temperature and extrusion rate, 
during the test, and a .solid slug of material remains in 
the capillary. Diff·iculty was. ~rt¢o®-:te:red ,in. :r.~111oving the 
slug7rom tlJ.e two inch Io.ng 0.060 i!lcl!. cliameter caP.~llary 
used in the initial trial... The sl.µg pemo,,al· p.roblem was 
,\ 
alleviated by using a O.J2·5 inch long, ·o·.:Q~O in·ch diameter 
,. 
capillary, bu.t· this low L/ll va:lQe pro.bal?ly: reij·illts. in errors 
·· :pos·$·:iJ~_le to make.' .. m~a-ningful c·ompa~is_9.hs :b·e·tween m.aterial$ 
.. )~ 
and. ·extrµ}3:io..-n :conditiort.s;- evEfn tho.ugh·· the:re .is, doubt :as ·to 
:p~es);ure. drop :ifi' capillary :,by ·(20) 
S: = 2 .L 
whe·re 
.s· is the shear stre.ss 
:p .is the pressure· dro.p: thro.-ugh- 'th·¢ -~1ap:i.IJ.a:ry 
.1? is the ca~illary .. r~dfus 
.L is· t.h.e cap;i.lla:ry lengt.h 
·. 
0(21) 
~Efs·um1n_g_ th.at the ·pres:.s.ure ·ctro.:P in -th~- barrel i:s rtegliable 
' ' 
-l:-.. Ii: coinparison to ·tha~t -in th:e -c.api.IJ~:cl:;ry, t-he, .. ,-:p·ressure drop· 
can be calctil~ted_ ~.FOitr the e.xt:rusion f:~~trc¢.~ ,F·,: .and the· 
·c·apillary. geo:metry .. 
_!J_ 
p. =· F 
.,,. ( r)2 (22) 
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Substituting this into· ( 21) yields 
'·· . 
s = F 
2 1r'rL · (23) 
For the .125 inch long, 0.-06, i:t1.ch '.·diameter capillary the 
shearing stress is 
S = 42·.4 ::F 
. ,. (24) 
~"'"" . 
with f ,.fn: ;po:unds:·, .s i.s iri pound:. :pe~ ~qua.re, ·i.nc'h. 
·the·, s:h¢i(t' ,rat.e. a.t the capillary w~li is .g:i:ven by <20> 
4 .. Q ,: 
'D -
·· ·· ,...... ·,r. _r3· (25). 
D Js. t:he shear rate 
.. ;Q:'.:(s- t.he volumetric: flow rate 
Q' :;: ·1r14 ( 9/64} :v· 
·where'. :v, i.$.' tti.e· c.ross he~d .. ~tpeed o Substi_t·:µ·tin.g· :fb.:r t:h~. 
:r'.lie.o:rn.e:ter constants into f25) yte·l.ds 
D - .5.200 ·v· 
.. ·'· .. ... .·. 
(27) 
·w.ff;:.h:. :v ·tn· the; ±11.c.h~s per sec:qnQ. ·n ... h:as :U·n·it:s. o.f ·(.seconds) - l •. 
·-.... --- ' 
Tl)~. apparent y iscosi ty :is .de.f:i.ti¢d. a>t._. the ·ratio of shear 
:_st.ress ·to the .shear rate <2o) an.d cart ·be calculated from 
·• 
. . the: ¢x}?,e.rimental data by usi:µg· ~q_uations (2~ and (27) 
;_.; ,-.·~-
\. 
\ 
··.~' 
..... 
C - Sample Preparation 
1 - Molding Press 
. ' 
,.·· 
.. ~ 
i The tensile, Gehman and dielectric samples were transfer 
molded in a three piece mold. The molding press is shown 
in Figure 6 with the tens'ile sample mold in place b~tween 
• the platens. The pl~t~:ns. are heat~d by el.ectric heaters-
and their tempe.ratt1r~ is controlle:d by Whe·~1co controllers 
· .. 
in conjunction ·wttl1 satu.r~bl.e· co·re reactors·. In addition, 
the ten.ip~:a:-.a.tur:e o.f 'both ~op ·an~· ·t,Qtto·m: mold plates is 
I· 
: .•.: 
monitored by t:wo: ;tron...;c.onst.antan .. ,the-nno·-"-:couples and the 
·naystrom mo.d¢:~. '57tJ2 temperature. re>c:o:rde.r. ·The ·mo·ld is held. 
closed b_y the :han.9-. ~iper~ted .:hyd·raulic .Jae:]{· ·which provides a 
c:~-~p_i.ng {orce of ·1, 500 po.url.'d~. T.he .mo:ldi:p.g. compound is forced 
into the· .:mold: .cav·t·ties '~y a 1. 1/8 Inch. diameter rSllf which is 
a:cc:uated by a. 'Mille ... r· ··air cylina:·e:r ~ ··The3 r·am· force, F, is 
. directly propo·.rtion.~1 t·p t.he air· .Pressttre.,. '.'P=,. and is give·rt by 
. . ( •. 2)·· F = 19· .• 6 .-.in · .. P (28) 
·w-ith F in po:urid~, and. p:, in _po·_uriJl:$ :p.e.'r· :·S:qµare inch ~l). 
-2· - Mold 
The. mold· is shown in: F-i'gure: 7... It ·co~:i:$ .. lsts of ·top· and 
.. bot.~:o~. :pl.ates which can b·e, )J·$·ect with .. e.ithe.r o.f the three in-
s:e:rts. .The· bottom pl.ate has. t,wo lc>-cating_. pins t·.o <keep the 
l :assemble·d mold ·al1g11~9.: •. _: The t:op.- p.iait:~ .has a ·hole through 
~ , , 
whfch the compound :pas$·~-~ arid a· runner which is half circu -
la·r. ln cro\s sect·ion·. 'Wit:h ·tlte Gehman and dielectric inserts 
·" 
·-
,. 
\ 
'o 
"\,__ _ _._~ ,- - ----~~·-·· _.__ 
' 
. 
l 
I 
I 
- --- ......... ~·:·1·,~?:'ri/:(: .. -:;-.,. ; .. . 
' . /':, - ' ~ . ' . 
, ,· 
-~ 
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. ;,· 
": 
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.."fl(' 
·~ 
half-circular runner serves as the entire runner system~-
.. 
but with the tensile sample insert there is a similar half 
. ' . 
circular runner with mates wyh the one in the top plate to 
for a 1/8 inch diameter circular runner system. 
3 - Sample Configuration 
• I 
-T~e molded test samples are show_n in Figure 8. Because 
of the limiteµ ~ount of material available· the large ASTM-
type 1 tensile ::s_ample was not -us.ed <22). The sample which 
·w~s- -u:s.ed i~ ·.S.-iinilar to; ·.t:hat, ·recommended for use by Karnowsky 
~h.d: :CQ1p(23) :when materi~·l ¢:conomy, '·is important. This sample 
f\il ,,,. 
di..:f:fe.rs :from that recommen~eq 'by .Karnowsky and Colp in two 
wa_ys: ( 1) lt is an inch shorte·Jt·, :(2): I :t if? 1/8 inch thick; 
·their -sampl·e ·is 1/-4 .in·c·h thick. Both .o.:f the-se changes were 
made in order to: ·conserve material ..• 
The dimen·~·:to<i)s· d.f· the dielect:ric. :sample were determined 
in ac·cordance-· wtth· the requirement;_s· S1:·a.:t~:cl .in. the operating 
inst.ructions ·fo·r. 'the sample holde.r: (IS)_.. Fi.rst, the thick-
nes-~- of the :sampl~ snould be such that th~e c:apacitance with 
• 
:b.o.I.de.-.r is: ope,rated i.n ±ts. :most. ac:cura:te range. For a value 
:9:f · ,:50 .. pf ·the thickness· i-s .. given b.y 
...... --o. ... 
..._,~ 
. . t . (29) 
··· where, 
'r. v-
. t = sample- thickn~s.s· :iJJ:, ,irt.$1::~ ':'.· . 
'~~ I ' ' ' 
·k = relative diel·ect·rfc. const.an:t .of: the material to be 
tested. 
.·. _,.. 
... 
'"·-Cit 
'I 
. t,. 
'· 
' 
J. 
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Using a- value of k = 3.4< 24> the value oft is approximately 
50 mils. Second, in order to reduce the effect of fringing 
,· the sample diameter should be less than the diameter of the 
electrodes by 5 t. Therefore, the sample mold cavity 
... diameter is 
D = 2.0 iilo -· ·5:( a 05 il\a) -
The Gehman sample is 4 ina long, Oa31 
.. 
l .1·5 
. 0 .. ' in. 
(30) 
Wide and 0.033 
. - ' 
• 1n • 
thick. The relatively small cross-se,ct·iortal area was chosen 
·to reduce the force r~q·ui._re.d fo'r· 1flexure o The actual test 
specimen is two inches )~o:hg:· and are ob.tained by .scribing 
and breaking :the four inch ba.r$ in half o 
The sample:~- u·sed in' the trt_easurement of the- :coef·ficient 
of l'inear thermal .~x1iails.io-n,. is 1/8 inch. in .-(i'iameter and 
approximat~l-Y .1 ci_::4 j~nches long-. These .specimens: -were obtained 
from the s~.ra-ig}Jt: se_ction of: .t·he te~sit¢ $ample mo.id· runner. 
4 - Molding Conditions 
,,_,-. 
Where possible, all s:amp·1es w~:r~ :mold.ed .. ·:at 350°F with. a. 
ram force of 785 -pound:~ ah:d. c·u:1ted in t11~. mold under pres·s-ure 
Jor ,fo11r minute~--. The: ex9.ep-tion_s to th~e·se conditions ar.e _as. 
fo).:l.ows: 
·- "t 
(1) Because of excessive mol_d ·sb-~inkage wh.·ich resulted 
in fracture iQ the mol:d. when: molded under the above 
.. 
conditions,. tensile s_aiµp,le$ .from the Group #2 
·.material wi t·h .- V f .:..:. 'C) a 06: we~re molded· a T - 325°F, 
F =, 785 lbs. and· t: = :3: .min .• 
' \ ., ., ... 
··-
' "-'i! ; 
. ~ .. - ~----.... --~-. ~-; 
_._::-.,-
_ o • I -" j 
_ ~I,",-_.~._ ,,•~ ",: 0 ._ _ _,__ •\~=.= ,£.•r_~,,_~- -
.. 
.,. 
. r. 
• 
(2) Because of.the high viscosity of the Group #2 
material with Vf = 0.70 the ram force was increased 
to 1,650 pounds for all samples in orde·r to fill 
the mold cavity. 
All samples were. gfven- a two hour post cure at -100°F · 
.. 
in a forced air oveno ,. 
·5 - Preform Pellets 
To facilitate handling preformed pe.llets.- ·were made from 
the .P.o_wqerd material for both mol.ding ·and rheometer appli- · 
c.ations ~ The molding preforms were one inch in diameter and 
weoighe:d ·appro;ximat'3ly 15 g:rams; the rheometer_. J>refo .. rms were 
3/8: i'nches in diam,ete)t ,~:n.d wetghed approxima.t::~.1y: 4-.,2 grams~ 
·Th·e ·preforms f.o,r both :appl,ications ,were d.cy· ·pre.s·~Jfd -in ... 
1 ,f •. , .:,... I 
·, 
.... -:. ·,/·.· :.\ 
I •.•· ~ 
c-ylipde;~ica.I ,gl¢ .. with: .. an· ·app).:iecl · force· 'o·f.-., .4 ,·o·oo· :pouµd·~: .... 
Difficulty was encountered in making.: _preforms from 'the 
Group #2 matert·al wh:1.ch .. had f.iller ·vo.lµme, co11centratio:r:is. 
less than 57%. For these .s~pl.es., t:he mater-ia1 -was· ':l.1$.~d 
, 
:;,; 
... 
.· ~-. 
. ~ .. -~ .. ') 
•' y~•/J. 
""·· .. 
' -- ·-'-----:--
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III - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
,j· 
A. - Mechanical Properties vs. Filler Olncentratio-i 
1 - Tensile Strength 
' ;., . 
... 
The results of the tensile tests which were per.formed 
on the·--material with variable filler concentration are sum-
marized in Table l. The tensile strength at break, which is 
plotted in Figure 9, increases to a value which is approxi-
mately two and one half times that of the unfilled resin as 
the filler concentration is increased to seventy percent by 
' 
vol.~e... This_= '-increase :j)1 -tensile strength is not common to 
a·11 :pol,yme:r.~f':iller sy.s,t~ms. For example, a decrease in the 
tensile strength of epoxJ1· -~ei;;·j;ns with increasing limestone 
fill er concentrations hav·e been reported <25>. Cohan< 3) 
fou~d that the tensile- strength of natural rubber increases 
to a maxtmum· -a.,n_d_ th·en· decreases as the concentration of the 
·-c·a-fc.i·um ca'rbQn~t-~ _ filler is increased. N . ( 8) . . eisen in sum-
' -
• 
µ1~·:rizing the theories of tensile behavior of filled polymers, 
-shows that theoretically tensile strength may either increase, 
.decrease, or remain·substa-ntially constant as filler-concen-
tration is increased. This vast difference· in behavior is 
attributed to the difference in adhesion between polymer and 
_ filler which changes greatly from one filler, polymer systE;'m 
to another. The magnitude of the increase in tensile strength 
indicates· that there is adpie:s.ion between the resin and filler 
( 
:/ 
·~ 
·- ,: 
r ;; ) . I; I 
I • f 1 
' 
:., 
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in this system. 
2 - Modulus 
-
The relative tensile modulus, E/E0 , was determined from 
the initial of slope of Instron tensile test curve as shown 
in Figure 3. A value of tan 8 for each of the samples was 
• 
determined. The value of (tan 8 ) 0 , which is the slope of 
the tensile curve for the led. resin,. was found as shown 
in Figure 10 by extrapol.ating he curve- to· .·zero filler. 
E/E was calculated by 
0 
.· · .. 
(12-A) 
• 
The: :mo_d.Ulti"s was .al.so, ·-measured wi-th a Gehman Flex Tester. 
. ·. ·... . ...... . 
By assuming: a v~lµe o.f. .0.5 ~or Pd_is.so-n 's .ratio which is a 
good a~p:roximat-ion for rubbery ma-pe:rla_i_s., (lS) Young's modulus, 
trom (13), i.s given by 
E = 3G (13-A) 
The value..s of E calct1late,d f:-ro:m:- the- results of Gehman test 
... • .. · . . . . .. 
are s~~rwn in Ta~le l and' _plo"t,ted ~n Figure 11. 
E/E0 for both the tensile and flexural test are shown i:; 
Figure 12. While there is ·a -.5-tgnificant ~ifference in the 
... 
results for the two methods,: botb. show :a substantial increase 
in modulus with filler concentration. At Vf = O. 7, E/E
0 
is 
; > 
3.5 and 7 .9 respectively. The reasons for the difference in 
. ' 
these values is not clea.rJ.y understood.o It could result from 
. . 
the difference in_ .tJie geometry of the-· samples used in the two 
·I· 
.• 
. ·-; ... 
-
i.. ., 
' 
.,._ 
V 
.. 
.. 
,I 
••• 
··---
tests or from other experimental factors. 
Also shown in Figure 12 are the theoretical curves 
according to Guth's equation< 2 ) 
and the modified Eilers-Van Dijck equation (8) 
1 + 1.25 Vf 
1 - KVf 
2 
.. 
(2-A) 
• 
(31) 
with the value of K = 0.5. Both curves have the same general 
shape as the experimental data. The better fit is obtained 
with equation (31). 
3 - Apparent Elongat·ion 
., 
The apparent elqn_g_ation, which is the distance the Instron 
crosshead moves dur.ing t'he .. tensile test, is tabulated ii}_ T.able 
' . 1. This functio·n, which is ~inearly related to the ultimate 
elongation (or strain) of the material, is a somewhat erratic 
functi.on of the filler concentration, but does follow a 
de.creasing trend as the filler concentration :is increased. 
-To a first approximation the elongation can be represented as 
a linear function of Vf. This is shown in Figure 13 where 
~- ·-the data are plotted along with the line representing the 
linear least squares fit of the data. 
4 - Energy to Fracture Q 1t. 
The en~rgy required to fracture the tensile samples at 
a low strain r·ate was calculated from the area under the ten-
sile test curve. The area was evaluated by tracing .. the Instron ~. 
--- -.,. 
'· 
.,1.:t 
'"": 
.-· f 
·,. 
-~ ... 
.. ·. 
. ,·,,,--_. .•.•. ,.1.~- ..... ,.,.,._ ~-··· ' •.. ,, 
--
l 
'I 
i 
/.· 
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---'' curves on mylar tracing paper,· cutting out the area and 
... 
weighing it on a micro balance·. From the weight and density 
of the tracing paper sample and scale factors from the 
Instron machine, the energy required to fracture, ~., can 
be calculated. 
• 
• 
E as a function of filler conc..entration: is shown in 
~ 
Figure 14. At the lower values o;. Vf both E and tensile 
strength increase and the elongation decreases. The net 
' . . 
. effect is an increase i:n the area under the curve with in-
creasing fille-.r co.n·cent.ration. This trend continues until 
vf reaches a v:al.ue,:o'f ·~J>P .. roximatly 0.6 wll.ere -~ reaches its 
maximum val.ue. A~- ·v·f; is: .i;nc:re_a.sed f:tom :o. 63 to O. 70 the 
·by the decr~·ase .. in ·elo:nga;ti9n and the net result is a slight 
decrease i~ !: . :Howev~r,, since the , maximum in the ·E vs. V f 
c,urve is. rat-he·r· .brct~<;l:; tlie change in -~ at concentrations 
greatet· ·t.·ll~ri- 50% .fille~ a:re almost insignificant. 
B - Mechanical Prop_ertie.s: __ vs,. -Filler Particle Size Distribution 
~ 
Particle size 'meas\lrements were made on samples of the 
.. standard filler an·d the three groups which were separated.~£rom . ,. 
the standard fill~t.\, as descr~bed in ~ppendix 2. The resulting 
IJ size distributions are plotted in Figure 15 for the standard 
• 
filler and ih Figure 16 for the esp~cially prepared distributions. 
~- . The. results of tensile tests perfonned on the Group #3 
material are SUJJllllarized in Table 2 •. The volume fractiorn of filler 
··.; 
. '!:~~---,~-~-- <,,' ·,,~---- - ·. -·- ' 
• 
. _.( 
lb 
... 
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was determined by making density measurements as described in 
Appendix 1 and found to be 0.63 which corresponds to one of 
the Group #2 samples. Data on this sample, indicated in Table 
2 as having standard fill~r distribution, are -shown for. compar-
ison. The difference in the tensile properties of the samples 
• 
with variable filler partlcle size distributions is not signi-
. f icent. ~ 
This expe'riment was performed with particle diameters, d, . -
,. 
ranging from 9µ to 24µ ·* The apparant lack of agreement be-
tween the results of this experim~nt: and those reported by Al ter(lO) 
and Warrick(ll) a-re probably due ·.to· t·wo factors: 
( 1) The ·r~nge of pa~ticle- di~m~te-r is_ so small compared to 
that of· ·wa_r't-ick- '(5 t:c>" 1_5-0 IIi;JJ ) -that th..~ particle .size effect is'. 
.not sigQ.if icant iJ· 
(2) The reinforctng· ef-.fect.· ·of fillers with diameters in 
the range available here is not as great as those w~ diameters 
(26~ 
.i less th-an 50 mµ • "' , 
.. 
C - Thennal Properties 
1 - Thennal Expansion 
Linear thermal expansion ements were made on each of 
, -. , \ 
r of th~ seven Group #2 sampr-e-s ·n the 25° to 250°c temperature ~ 
* In 
9 µ. ; 
thari 
·range. The normalized increase in length is shdw-n in Figure 17. 
the "fine'' distribution 50% by volume have diameters less than in the "coarse ,r distribut-ie>n. 50% by volune have diameters less 24 µ (Figure 16) • 
.."\. 
• 
.__,. 
.. ·---·- --·-·· -·-····--- . 
' 
'" 
-'."II,·· 
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The magnitude of the thermal expansion decreases significantly 
-Is 
with Vf. For each of the samples, the normalized change in 
8L, length," L , can be very closely approximated by a linear 
.function of temperature. The coefficient of linear thermal 
' expansion as calculated from the slope of the lines.py the 
following equation 
(19) 
where the constant t.erm is the calculated correction for the 
sample hol-der, decreases approxima~ly six fold as V f is in-
creased 1:o Oo7. 
The t:ti¢rmal expansion of a :¢omposite system consisting 
".-~./-
po:fy1.iret:hane rubber and sod·i;um chloride filler was investigated 
by V~lr-DE:!r Wal, Bree and Schwargl. <27> · They found that the 
co.e:ffi_c_ie:nt, of vo:t.ume .thermal expansion for their system 
o.·b~yed a_· s_tmple· linear relation which can be derived for the 
t:wo componen.t System by assuming· tha't e~ch component can 
expand without· being restric·ted. by: th_e. :ot:her member. The 
change in volume of each componept if> g·ive~ by 
.,,:. 
(32) 
where 
vi is change in volume of the ith component 
A. 1 is the coefficient of thermal expansion and 
. V. • the initial volume of the -th component 1 1S 1 . 
t:.T is the change in temperature . 
p 
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The total change in volume, ~ Y, is simply the sum of the 
volume changes of the components. For the resin filler 
-, -notation 
4v = (Arvr + Atvf.> 4T 
(33) 
Dividing (33) by the initial volume, V and ~T yie1ds o, 
w,.. •.• ,,- .••.... 
A - V 
-
Arvr 
':t- At _yf -v0 '1T V Vo (34) 0 
where A is the volume expansion coefficient for the composite 
• material. For the two component system 
vr 
- Yr - (35) V 0 
and 
0 (36) 
where Vr and Vf are the volume fractions of resin and filler 
respectively at the initial temperature, Equation (34) can 
be further simplified by 
V = 1 - vf·., r ·-_. 
and 
.. 
(37) 
(34-A) 
This result can be related to linear thermal expansion by 
dividing (34-A) by 3 and noting that< 28) 
A· 1 
3 
-
-
er . 
1 
In terms of linear coefficients the expression becomes 
.,·i'' 
(38) 
(34-B) 
., ' 
t 
. r 
·,. 
'_i 
',-
-. . 
.' 
.., .. 
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From the literature, the coefficient of line~r thermal ex-·· 
~- .. 
. pansion for the fused silica filler is 0.5 x ·10-6/ 0 c.<17> 
A value of 160 x 10-6/ 0 c was estimated for a r by extra-
polation of the experimental data to zero filler concentra-
tion. Since a r)) a f (34-B) becomes 
• 
• 
(34-C) 
• ·frQm experimenta_l data and equation (34..,c) with a r = 
16 x 10-5; 0 c, are shown in Figure 18. From this graph it is 
• 
evident that the experimental values of • are lower than 
pr~dicted by (34-C). While this mod~l yields good results 
with the rigid fille~ (NaCl) in the soft ~atrix (polyurethane 
(27) 
rubber), it is inadequate for the silicone molding 
compound, where both filler and resin a~e rigid. Since both 
components are rigid, their expansion is restricted and a 
lower expansion coefficient than predicted by (34~C) results. 
A more complex expression for the thermal expansion 
coefficient was proposed by Kerner.< 27) In his formula the 
•utual restrictions to expansion which the components impose 
on each other are consideredo Kerner's equation for this 
system is 
0 = a. r + ( 4 f - + ( a, f 
(39) 
.. ..,· 
·-,~· 
'• i, . 
' ,I 
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' . 
where· 
1 - l 
·t = _B_r ___ . _B_f _____ . """ 
3 
(40) 
and 
Br and Bf are bulk modulus of resin and filler·· respec-
.. 
"t·ively and Gr is' the shear modulus of the resin 
. All the terms in (40) are material constants except Vf, and 
the expression can be reduced to 
f = __ 1 __ 
Vf + k' (40-A) 
where k is a dimensionless :coi;istant given by 
3Bf k'= 
-a·-r Br 
+ .·.· 
Gr 
(41) 
Substituting (40-A) into (39) and again q.oting that for this 
•ate rial a.;r )) a. f , equation (39) becomes 
"I. 
Cl 
(39-A) 
ci as ·calculated from equatio~ (39-A) with k'= 0.85 and 
a r = 16 ·~ 10-5 / 0 c, is also shown in Figure 14. The cal-
culated results agree very ·closely~with the experimental 
values of a • 
If a system follows the simple linear model which allows 
.. 
the unrestricted expansion and contraction of each component 
with temperature, the-resulting material would be essentially 
free from internal stress. With this system there i,s a rather 
. .. 
r , 
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.. 
large deviation from linea,r.i.ty, and it is reasonable to 
" 
assume that a high residual stress results. If it is assumed 
that the composite material is free from residual stress at 
. . 
the elevated molding or post cure temperature, the resin is 
placed in tension and the filler in compression~as ~he tem-
• 
perature is lowered. These residual stresses may alter the 
overall properties of the material and be at least partially 
· responsible for the extreme brittleness bf the material. 
2 · - · Linear Mold Shrinkage . 
I U 
An object molded from the silicone molding compound.is 
smaller than its mold cavity. This shrinkage, which _is . referred 
to here as mold shrinkage and as linear mold shrinkage when 
only one dimension is considered, is the result of two factors; 
(1) A reversible component of shrinkage which is caused 
" 
' 
by cooling the molded object from the molding temper-
(2) A irreversibl.e component which is due to the chemical 
reaction which occurs during cureing. 
'!'he reversible component can be calculated by 
oL ( £ ) e r= · ·a (T ~ T ) r v. o m 
.. ,. 
where a is coefficient of linear thermal expansion 
/ 
To is room· temperature 
• 
and T is the molding tempe ra_t!lre of 178°C ;). m. 
.,. 
i, 
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The total linear mold $~rinkage was determined experi-
. mentally. The irreversible component was determined by sub-
tracting the reversible shrinkage from the total shrinkage. C: . 
-. __ ) 
The experimentally determined linear mold shrinkage at 
a molding temperature of 350°F along with the calculated 
reversible and irreversible components are shown in· Figure 
19. The total shrinkage decreases substantially as V f is 
increased. The irreversible shrinkage with the exception of 
the point at ·Vf = 0.41, decreases linearly with Vf; or stated 
another way it increases linearly with V r. The discrepancy 
at Vf = :0.41 can probably be attributed to e,g>erimental error. 
sin¢e· the corresponding point for total shrinkage is also 
out of line with its neighboring points. In general, a low 
·-mold shrinkage is an advantage. This is especially true when 
l 
complex shapes which do not allow unrestricted .shrinkage are ~ 
molded. 
-. 
Q - Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor vs. Filler Concentration 
The relat1ve dielectric constant and dissipation factor for 
the range of filler concentrations were measured at 400HZ. These 
d II It measurements were ma .e on the samples in the as molded condition 
and after post cure. T)1e· data are shown in Table 3. 
Both the dielectric constant and the di~sipation factor 
decrease during post cure. The diS·Sipation factor decreased by 
l;lpproximately 50%; the iecrease .in\ the dielectric constant is on 
the order of 5 to 10%. 
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The dissipation factor does not follow any particular trend 
as filler concentration is increased. This may be due largely 
to experimental inaccuracies which arise from the fact that the 
losses within the material are so small that the dissipation 
factor can not bed accurately measured with the available equip-
ment. As a result of these uncertainties the only significant 
fact that can be learned from the dissipation factor measure-
ments is that it decreases substantially during the post cure 
treatment. 
As shown in Figure 17, the dielectric co.nstant in both the 
":as '""JJOlded" and _post curec:Vconditions increase approximately 
linearly with Vt. However, the -increase in each condition is 
less than 25% and this is insignificant in most applications. 
Looyena ·< 29> derived an equation for- "t·he die.lectric constant of 
• 
a composite material. His equation, which was found to. accurately 
describe th.e behavior of a mixture of glass sphere.a: i-n carbon 
teirachlori.d~ ts 
,. 
3 
'\ . 
(43) 
-where k, kr and kf are the relatiye dielectric constant of the 
composite, res.in and filler :re~pe·ct·ively ·and Vf is volume frac- · 
tion filler. 
. 
To check the general fit of thi.s equation to the. ex~erimental 
data a value of kf = 3~'78 (JO)---w-a.s used. · Since no data on the 
dielectric constant of the resin are available, a value of 
~-
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k = 3.0 was extimated from the experimental ·data. The solid r 
curve in Figure 20 was plotted from equation ( 43) using these 
values. This curve follows the same general trend as the exp~r-
imental data. 
B - Rheological Properties 
Material from each -of the three groups was used in the flow 
tests. The standard material from Group #1 was used t6 investi- · 
gate the effect of temperature and shear rate on flow perperties. 
The Group #2 and Group #3 materials were used to investigate the 
effect of filler concentration and filler particle size distribu-
tion on. the rheological behavior. 
1 - Temperature Effect 
~,. 
In order to detenn1ne the effect .of tempe·.i;-a~ur:e ·on ·-t.he 
minimum shear stress and har~ening time, a number of runs \ . 
were made at a constant shear rate.with the Group #1 material. 
Each .run was ·ma.d·e with two prefonned pellets having a mass of 
4.2 gm each. The Instron cross head was set at a speed of one 
inch per minute. The resulting sh~ar · rat_e __ , as ·give~ :by ( 27) 
was 
D = 86. 8 · (sec.)~ 1 ~ 
The runs were made at temperatures ranging from 225° to 325°F. 
Testing was limited to this temperature range because: (1) at 
temperatures greater than 325°F the mater;ial hardened so. rapidly 
and nonuniformly that the capillary became blocked, (2) at 
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temperatures below 225° the· shear stress and hardening time 
,_ both are excessive and the test is impractical. 
The minimum shear stress Sd decreases with temperatu~e 
as shown in Figure 21. Each point represents the average of 
the data fr.om two to foµr runs. The minimum shear·stress is 
calculated from the experiment~l data by applying equation 
-(24) to the corrected minimum force from the Instron chart 
recorder. The correction is made by adding the weight of· 
the plunger, which is approximately one pound, to the mini--
mum force, F O , as indicated in Figure 2. This curve is -a,l$o· 
proportional to the minimum apparant viscosity 'Siric.~ ·the: 
shear rate is constant. 
S/S0 as a function of temperat.ure is shown in Figure 22. 
These curves represent the· normalized average behavior of the 
material. No attempt was made"to show-the shape of the curves 
• 
during the melting or to show the erratic variatiom; in· S which 
occur during extrusion due to nonuniform hardening. 
Tae time required for the minimum shear stress to in~ 
creased by a fixed proportion (for example to double) is a ,;-r' 
measure of the hardening rate of the mate.rial. (See Figure 2), · 
The recropocal of this time, 1/t.(x), and the absolute temper-
ature, T, are related by the well known Arrhenius relation-
ship 
1/t(x) = A exp ( -Q/RT) 
.. 
I•: j ,, 
(44) 
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·, 
where A is a constant 
Q is the· napparent" activation energy 
R is the gas constant 
. 
I 
,_,,.· 
·-
. Q is found from the experimental curves by taking the 
logarithm of (44) 
Q 
-ln 1/t(x) = lnA -ilT 
which is a linear expression in 1/T. A plot on semilog paper 
.... 
of 1/t(x) ·for S/S0 = 1.5.and 2.0 versus 1/T i~: shown in Figure 
23. The values of Q for these plots as determined by the 
slope of the least squa·res line are: 
at 
at 
S/S0 = 1.5; Q(l.5) = 7.0 killo cal. 
mole 
... 
; Q(2.0) = 7~·9 killo cal. 
mole 
The values of the U . . . II app~rent activation energy are 
empiricJlly determined constants whic;h are used to relate 
the hardening time and the absolute· temperature. While they· 
are related to the ac.tivation energy of the cross-linking 
reaction, there i~ insufficient infonnation available to: 
·1' 
• allow quantitative judgements. 
2 - The Effect of Shear Rate 
; 
The minimum shear stress as a function of shear rate is 
shown in Figure 2_4. These. data we:re.·obtained by making a 
• 
number of runs at 300°F with different Instron cross head 
' 
speeds. The linear plo_!_ on log, log pape·r-- indicates a power 
relationship between S0 and D. 
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This relationship as determined from .. the experimental 
data is 
0.35 
S0 = 170 D 
~-
(46) 
Similar shear rate dependance has been reported for })<?ly-
ethyl~ne and · po.lystyrene. ( 20) \ 
3 - The Effect of Filler Concentration 
The measurement ot the flow properties as a function of 
filler concentration was difficult because the materials with 
Vf )0.57 could not be readily fanned into pe·il:ilets. Measure-
ments, therefore, had to be made using the material in the 
powder fonn. With the powder 1:he melting and flow behavior 
was somewhat more erratic than with the pellets. Also, it 
was more difficqlt to remove the remaining material from the 
reheometer barrel when the powder was used. Cleaning the 
barrel was especially difficult: when the materials with the 
lower filler concentration were used. The-cleaning problem· 
was lessened by spraying the barrel and capillary with an. 
aerosol mold release agent (Rawleigh RM #606571). 
Initial 'runs with the powdered material indicated that 
- ~ the results varied with the amount of. material charged into 
the barrel. In order to approximate a constant volume of 
charge the mass of the charge was increased in proportion to 
the-density of the molded material by 
M = P x 7gm 
-1-. 3_l_g_m/_c_m_3_ 
~ (47) 
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where 1.31 gm/cm3 is the molded ·density·of the material with 
e% by volume filler. 
The minimum shear stress as a function of filler con-
···1 
. ! 
centration at 250°F and 300°F is shown in Figure 25. Three 
additional points, which were obtained froJn tests on pellets 
of t~e highly filled materials.at 300°F are also shown to 
·illustrate the difference in results when-pellets are used. 
Two characteristics of the curves are surprising. The 
first is the rapid increase in S0 as the filler concentration 
is increased from-63% to 70"/o by volume; the second is the 
" fact that a gre~ter fprce is required to extrude the material 
with Vf( 0.6 a.t .. 300°F than at -250°F. The rapid increase in 
S0 above 63% concentration probably results from the fact 
volume fract.ion of filler is approaching the theo·retical 
~ensity of uniforn.i close pac~ed- spheres which is t"w 74%. At 
these. concentrations the filler particles are in contact with 
e.ach other and the resin occupies the voids between particles. 
,. 
; 
The friction, th~t re$ults from the particles being in direct 
contact, ca~ses a sharp increase in the required shear stress. 
The second phenomenon may be due to the faster hardening of " 
.... 
the material at the higher temperature. This could raise So 
. for two reasons: 
• 
(1) The hardened-material which adhel99S to the walls of 
the barrel· increase ·t-he barrel friction and make the 
calculated value of ·S0 greater than it actually is. 
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(2) An actual increase in S0 due to the incre·ase·d 
hardening rate at 300°F. 
The time required for the minimum shear stress (and 
apparent viscosity) to increase to a value which is two times 
the minimum as a function of filler concentration at 300°F 
is shown in Figure 26. This plot shows that the increased 
filler concentration decreases the hardening rate of the 
material. 
4 - The Effect of Particle Size Distribution 
The minimwn shear stress and the time required for S1S0 
to reach a value of 2 at 300°F and a shear r~teof 86.8 (sec)-l 
is shown in Table 4. Both S0 and t(2) increase as the frac-
--, t . f "f . " t · 1 . · d ion o ine par ices is increase. 
There appears to be an interaction between the resin and 
filler during the hardening reaction which decreases the 
hardening rate, and this decrease is proportional to the sur-
face area of the filler. This is shown in Table 4 where the 
increase in surface· area is due to a decrease in particle 
·size and in Figure 24 where the increase in surf ace area is 
dµ.e to an increasea· filler concentration. 
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IV - CX>NCLUSIONS 
--·-··---------·-
'l'lle overall balance of mechanic.al properties of the silicone 
resin molding compound is enhanced by increasing the filler concen-
tration. This is reflected by a 2i fold increase in tensile strength 
and a 2 fold increase in the energy required to fracture, or tough-
ness, as the filler concentration goes from zero to 70% by volume. 
This increase in filler concentration is also accompanied by a 
signifiGant increase in the modulus and a slight decrease in ·ultimate 
elongation. The higher modulus is not always an advantage, but it 
is necessacy in order to obtain the htgher tensile·strength and 
toughness. The decrease in ultimate elongation is undesirable, but 
a five to ten percent decrease in its value must be tolerated in 
order to gain the advantage of the higher tensile strength and tough-
ness. 
The coefficient of thermal expansion decreases to a value which 
is approximately one fifth that of the unfilled resin as the filler 
concentration is increased to ·70% by volume. This decrease in thermal 
expansion is an advantage in applications where it is used in con-
junction with metals. However, even with Vf = 0.7, the coefficient 
of linear themal expansion is on the order of twice that of most · 
. .a.. 
metals. The mechanical properties are not significantly affected by I 
changes in the filler particle size distribution within the relatively 
narrow range_ of particle diameters available for this experiment 
(9 to 24 µ). 
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The dielectric constant increases·with filler concentration. 
However, this inc:r;ease is slight and is not ;;an important factor in 
most applications • 
. The minimum apparent viscosity is not a very strong function of 
concentration at filler volume fractions below 0.63. However, it 
increases sharply as Vf is increased to 0.70. This increase in 
viscosity, which is probably due to direct contact between the fill er 
particles, makes transfer molding very difficult at filler concen-
trations..greater than 63%. 
The effect of temperature and shear rate on the flow properties 
were investigated at only one filler concentration (Vf = 0.63). For: 
this material at 300°F the minimum s.he·ar stress, S0 , is related to 
the shear, D, by 
Th~· shear stress, at a shear rate of 86. 8 ( second-s) -l, decrease 
substantially with temperatureo 
The hardening rate, and the abso.lute temperature at a shear rate 
86.8 (seconds)-l are related by 
l/t(2) = A exp C7 .9 x 103 cal/mole) 
RT 
where t(2) is the time,· in seconds, required .for the viscosity to 
reach a value which is twice the minimum. 
In view of these factors, the best resi_n filler combination for 
most applications is that which has 63%, by volume, filler. From 
the standpoint of mechanical prQperti,es the material with 700/o, by 
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volume, filler is better because of its higher strength and lower 
; ' 
coefficient of thermal expansion. 
f. ' 
b However, because of the difficulty 
of molding this material it is impractical in most applications. 
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APPENDIX I 
Calculation of Volume Concentration of Filler from Mass 
Concentration Data 
Most of. the data on filler phenomena in _plastics found in the 
literature are presented with the volume concentration or volume 
fraction of filler as the parameter of .interest. The filler concen-
tration in the especially prepared material ~s given in terms of 
concentration by mass. In order to make comparisons with the data 
in literature on other systems it is desirable to know the filler 
volume fraction. This can be determined in the following manner. 
Assuming an ideal mixture 
v=·vf +·vr (48) 
·where v is the total vol.ume $nd: ·Vf and vr are the. filler and resin 
volumes respectively. · vf and vr can be expressed in tenns of their 
respective masses .and densities and (48) becomes 
mf mr 
v = Pf pt (49) 
where m is mass and P is the density.. Div.1:-d.ing ( 49) by the total 
mass (m) yields 
V 
-·--
m 
.'(50). 
o:r 
(.51) 
,· 
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where Mf (-m!> and Mr (-m!> are the mass fractions of filler and 
resin re,pectively and Pis the compound density. For the two 
component system 
Substituting this into (51) and 
lip l 
= Pr 
(52) 
simplifying yields 
( pf - Pr) 
- Pf Pr'· (53) 
The resin and filler densities were experimentally determined by 
measur;ing the compound density as a ~unction of f i_ll~:r; mass fraction. 
. 
The density measurements were made on the disc used in the dielectric 
'I 
measurements. Their volume was detennined by measuring the diameter 
and thickness with a ver?\ier caliper;mass was measured on a Mettler 
micro-balance. The ·reciprocal density versus mass fraction is shown 
in Figure 27. Extending the least squares line to filler concentra-
tions of zero and 100% the resin and filler density can be determined: 
at Mf = 0 
1/p - lip r 
-
0.801 cm3/gm -
,. 
·>,-., 
and p .. 
- 1.25 gm/cm3 r -
at Mt = 1 
·1/P - 1/P f - 0.4607 cm3/gm - -
Pf= 2.17 gm/cm3 
This value of Pf is in range given for amorphous S i02 given in the 
literature<3l). 
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Substituting these values into equation (53) and taking the 
rec:t.procal gives 
p = 
3 1.25 gm/cm 
1-0.424 Mt 
(54) 
Once the density has been determined the volume fraction of 
filler can be calculated by the following method. 
whe~ 
Vf = !.1 
V 
Vf is volwne fraction of filler 
(55) 
Vf is the VQlume of filler in the sample of inte~st 
•' 
~ v is the total volume of the sample 
In terms of mass ,nd density the filler volume can be expressed by 
Mf 
Vf = Pf 
1(56) 
and 
(57) 
Multiplying numerator and denominator by the tOtl;l.l malijs and identi-
~Jing terms yields 
(58) 
Substituting the value of Pf and ( 54 ) for P yield$ 
0.576 Mf 
1-0.424 Mf 
(59) 
The mass fraction filler, the volume fraction filler, calculated 
by (59) and the density, calculated by (54) are tabulated in T8ble 5 
for the Qroup #2 material with variable f.tlle;l" qoncentratipn, 
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APPENDIX II . 
Filler Particle Size Measurements 
The distribution of filler particle diameters whlch are JI \ 
J 
., 
... 
,hown in Figures 16 and 17 we~e determined using A M-S-A 
.. ' 
.... _,_ .. 
Particle Size Analyzer. This equipment and tts Qperation are 
described in reference (31.). 
The feeding liquid was a mixture of Acetone (150 ml) and 
de"ionized water (350 ml). The sedimentation liquid was 0.1% 
calgon in deionized water and had a measured qen~ity of 0.966 
gm/cm3 and~ viscosity o~ 0.0099 poise at room temperature. 
A sedimentation capillary with a 75mm diameter was used •. The 
(30) 
density of the silica! filler was taken to be 2 .20 gm/cm~ · 
Using these constants, particle size measurements were made in 
accordance- with reference (31). 
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TABLE 
-
./ 
TENSILE PROPERTIES VS. 
(a) 
i Volume 
Frac-
tion 
Filler 
--
0 
0.06 
! 0.16 
0.28 
0.41 
0.57 
0.63 
(a) 
Density 
Ci!!!/cm3 ) 
1.25 
1.31 
1.40 
1.51 
1.63 
1.71 
1.83. 
1.89 
Number 
of 
Samples 
Tested 
0 
7 
.8: 
.8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
(a) - From Appendix I 
Av. 
Tensile 
Strength 
(lb/in2 ) 
2,030(b) 
2,071 
2,183 
2,839 
3,641 
4,852 
5,239 
5,251 
(b) - Extrapolated from Figure 9 (c) - Extrapolated from Figure 11 (d) - Extrapolated from Figure 14 
' I 
,. 
Max. 
Tensile 
Strength· 
(lb/in2) 
--
2, 25~ ~ 
2,349 
3,155 
4,088 
5,002 
5,649 
5,703 
·-Std. Dev. 
of 
Tensile 
Strength 
(lb/in2 ) 
--
135 
159. 
160 
355 
167 
324 
381 
I 
FIJJ,ER CONCENTRATION 
Modulus 
(Gehman) 
X 10-5 
(lb/in2 ) 
2. 40 (c) 
2.82 
3.72 
6.08 
8.10 
11.9 
14.6 
19.0 
E/E0 
(Tensile) 
--
1.0 
1.1 
1.3 
1.8 
2.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.5 
E/E0 
(Gehman) 
--
1.0 
1_. 2 
1.5 
2.5 
3.4 
5.0 
6.1 
7.9 
.. 
Fracture 
Energy 
· (in~lb) 
. 
f • 
o. 56(d) 
0.57 
0.59 
0.73 
0.95 
1~2.0 
, . 
.,; 
'' 
Apparent.· 
Elonga-
I 
tion 
(in) 
0.024 
0.021 
0.019 
0.020 
1 
0.020 
0.022 
0.018 
i 1 · 
~ QD 
. .. 
~ 
·: 
l • • 
r. 
. _/' '' 
------------~-~--:';=",:~,;·='."~-,!;~;{;i},1:/· 
' "' 
~ 
" . ~i 
.•. 
·~ 
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j 
• .. 
1 
\. 
f 
:\ 
! 
Filler 
Distri-
butlon 
-
STD 
FINE 
MED. 
OOARSE 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, I 
'i 
j 
TBNSILE Pll>PERl'IES vs. 
Nwnber AV. 
Density of Tensile 
Samples Strength 
. 3 2 (gm./cm) 
- (lb/in) 
1.83 8 5,239 
· 1.84 8 4,890 
1.84 8 4,395 
1.84 8 4,486 
••• 'fl'. 
:_\.' 
,, 
.: 
,,. 
-~ TABLE 2 
. 
' FIi.I.ER PARl'ICI,E SIZE DISTRIBtrrION ~ 
Max. Std. Dev. E/ 
I Tensile of Tensile Eo Apparant Fracture 1· 
f 
Strength Strength (Tensile) Elongation Energy 
(lb/in2) (lb/in2) 
- (in) (in-lb) 
5,649 324 3.74 0.022 1.20 
• ,, 
5,266 267 3~95 0.014 0.95 
5,000 364 4.26 0.014 0.80 · 
... 
• 4,910 280 3.65 0.016 0.77 
• 
, 
.. 
·,. 
., ./ 
j-
,,. 
.. 
. I 
... 
' 
• 1 
... 
.. 
.,. .. 
Vf 
0 1.06 
0.16 
0.28 
,, 
-•.,_ !" 
0.41 
0.57 
0.63 
-~ o •. 7o 
•'• 
} 
_7 
TABLE 3 
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES vs. FIJJ,ER CX>NCENTRATION 
Relative Dielectric 
Constant 
As 
Molded 
After 
Post Cure 
3.00 3.08 
3.29 3.14 
3.36 3.06 
3.49 3.17 
3.62 3.48 
3.61 3.41 '-./ 
3.72 3.44 
Dissipation 
Factor 
As 
Molded 
.0042 
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.0034 
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After 
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TABLB 4 
THI EFFEcr OF FIIJ,ER PARTICl,E SIZE 
DISTRmurION ON FIDW Pll>P.ERTIES 
AT T = 300°F AND D ~· 86.8(sec)-l 
Filler 
Distribution 
So 
(lb/in2) 
t(2) 
(seconds) 
FINE 
MED. 
OOARSE 
1,840 
1,270 
1,210 
156 
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85 
'·\:· .. · .. · 
· .. '·, 
··~ .. . ... 
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~-
--· ,- ·• .I 
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-".o .• 
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• . 
,;·,- -
.· I 
Lot No. 
AF-254-L 
AF-255-L 
AF-256-L 
AF-257-L 
AF-258-L 
AF-259-L 
AF-262-L 
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TABLE 5 
(jJ 
Group #2 Material 
Mf 
-
0.10 
0.25 
0.40 
0.55 
0.70 
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0.80 
.... 
J.i",J 
~-
"-/') 
1.31 
1.40 
1.51 
1.63 
1.71 
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